Liquid that resides in a soft elastomer embedded between wearable electronics and biological tissue provides a strain-isolation effect, which enhances the wearability of the electronics. One potential drawback of this design is vulnerability to structural instability, e.g., roof collapse may lead to partial closure of the liquid-filled cavities. This issue is addressed here by overfilling liquid in the cavities to prevent roof collapse. Axisymmetric models of the roof collapse are developed to establish the scaling laws for liquidoverfilled cavities, as well as for air-and liquid-filled ones. It is established that the liquid-overfilled cavities are most effective to prevent roof collapse as compared to air-and liquid-filled ones.
Introduction
Soft ( Cheng et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010 ) or stiff substrates ( Robinson et al., 2014; Romeo et al., 2013 ) , embedded between wearable electronics ( Chen et al., 2016; Chortos et al., 2016; Webb et al., 2015; Xu and Zhu, 2012 ) and biological tissues, can shield the electronics from strains induced by the biological tissue, i.e., they can provide "strain isolation". The soft substrates also shield the biological tissues from sensing the existence of the wearable electronics ( Koh et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2015 ) . A new design introduces cavities in the substrate in order to enhance the strain-isolation effect. One potential drawback of this design is that the cavities may close due to adhesion (the so called "roof collapse" ( De Boer and Michalske, 1999; Huang et al., 2005; Mastrangelo and Hsu, 1993 ) ), which eliminates the desired strain-isolation effects. Ma et al. (2017) proposed injecting liquid into the cavities to prevent roof collapse, and they also developed two-dimensional models for air-filled and liquid-filled cavities; however, a 2D model may significantly overestimate roof collapse .
A more effective method to overcome roof collapse is proposed in this paper by overfilling liquid in the cavities. For circular cavities implemented in the experiments, axisymmetric models are more accurate than 2D ones, and are thus developed for liquidoverfilled cavities, as well as air-and liquid-filled ones. A scaling law is developed to give the critical work of adhesion, below which roof collapse will not occur. This critical work of adhesion depends strongly on the amount of liquid overfill. Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustrations of roof collapse of circular air-filled ( Fig. 1 a and b) , liquid-filled ( Fig. 1 c and d ) and liquidoverfilled ( Fig. 1 e and f) cavities (radius R and height h ) in the substrate, with the collapse radius αR to be determined. The layers above and below the cavity are called the top layer and bottom layer of the substrate, which is sandwiched between the circular electronic device (radius κR , thickness t 1 , modulus E 1 , and Poisson's ratio v 1 ) and the biological tissue. Roof collapse of the cavity occurs mainly due to the deformation of the top layer (thickness t 2 , modulus E 2 , and Poisson's ratio v 2 = 0.5 for most elastomers) http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2017.03.031 0020-7683/© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. . With the stress-free state ( Fig. 1 a and c) defined as the ground state (i.e., zero energy), the total potential energy due to roof collapse is ( Huang et al., 2005 ) 
Analytic model of collapse
where U deformation is the deformation energy of the top layer and the device (and the deformation energy of the bottom layer is negligible ), and γ is the work of adhesion between the top and bottom surfaces of the cavity. The device and top layer are modeled as plates because their thicknesses are much less than their radius, t 1 < < R and t 2 < < R . The normalized total potential energy in Eq. (1) then takes the form
where γ = γ R 4 / D h 2 is the normalized work of adhesion.
Air-filled cavity
The deflection w is -h in the collapsed region (0 ≤ ρ ≤ αR , where ρ is the polar coordinate, Fig. 1 a) . For an air-filled cavity, the deflection w in the uncollapsed region ( αR < ρ ≤ R ) satisfies the equilibrium equation in polar coordinates ( Blaauwendraad, 2010 ) ,
The boundary conditions are
The deformation energy in the collapsed region (0 ≤ ρ ≤ αR ) is zero because its deflection keeps a constant ( w == -h ). Therefore, the deformation energy of the whole region (0 ≤ ρ ≤ R ) is obtained from w by the plate theory as ( Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959 )
where D 11 and D 12 are the bending stiffness; and η given in terms of the plane-strain moduli for details)
Two separate scenarios are considered.
(i) The collapse radius is larger than the device radius ( α > κ).
In the uncollapsed region the solution of Eqs. (3) and (4) is
Its substitution into Eq. (5) gives the deformation energy
Here the elastic properties and thickness of the device do not appear because the device remains flat over the collapsed region, i.e., it does not deform. Therefore the normalized total potential energy in Eq. (2) depends only on α, and is shown by the solid black lines in Fig. 2 for three normalized work of adhesion γ = 0, 248 and 3098. These three curves converge to R 2 U total / ( D h 2 ) = 8 π at α = 0, which represents the collapse state with a single point contact between top and bottom layers. The curve for γ = 0 increases monotonically, which suggests no collapse if there is no adhesion. As γ increases, the curve (e.g., for γ = 248) displays a local minimum, which corresponds to roof collapse, and the collapse radius is αR at this minimum. For γ < 248, the minimum total potential energy is positive, which is larger than zero for the ground state of no collapse and no deformation such that roof collapse is not stable, and will spring back to the uncollapsed state upon disturbance. Zero minimum total potential energy for γ = 248, together with the monotonicity of minimum total potential energy with γ from Eq. 2 , shows that for γ < 248, the minimum total potential energy is positive, which is larger than zero for the ground state of no collapse and no deformation such that roof collapse is not stable, and will spring back to the uncollapsed state upon disturbance. Only for γ > 248 the minimum total potential energy is negative, and roof collapse becomes stable. The critical normalized work of adhesion governing the collapse is γ c = 248.
This critical normalized work of adhesion is obtained using the plate theory, which requires t 2 < < R . The experimental results Ma et al., 2017 ) satisfying R / t 2 ≥ 10 are compared with the collapse model [ Xue et al.'s (2017) experiments had the same thickness for the top and bottom layers. Therefore its work of adhesion is scaled by 0.5 in order to compare with the collapse model for a single (top) layer]. Fig. 2 b gives the normalized work of adhesion with several R, t 2 and h for air-filled cavity in PDMS or Ecoflex (work of adhesion: ∼ 40 mJ/m 2 ) determined from the literatures Ma et al., 2017 ) , which agrees well with γ c = 248. Fig. 3 shows the collapse radius versus the normalized work of adhesion γ . It starts from the point ( γ = 248, α = 0.37) and increases with γ . The requirement of the collapse radius being larger than the device radius ( α > κ) for this section means that κ should be lower than the curve in Fig. 3 for γ > γ c = 248, or any κ ( < 1) for γ < γ c = 248, as denoted by the non-shaded region in Fig. 3 .
(ii) The collapse radius is smaller than the device radius ( α < κ). For the device radius larger than the critical radius of collapse in Fig. 3 , roof collapse depends on the device elastic properties and thickness because the device is bent in the uncollapsed region. The continuity conditions across the junction between Sections 1 and 2 are
[ w ] ρ= κR = 0 , 
[
where is then obtained by setting the minimum total potential energy to be zero, and it depends on m , η and κ, i.e., γ c = f ( m , η, κ). The limit m → ∞ corresponds to a rigid device, for which η disappears in the analysis, i.e., γ c = f ( κ). For κ < 0.37 (i.e., the smallest normalized collapse radius in Fig. 3 ), the device is never bent, therefore γ c = 248. For κ > 0.37, it is shown in Appendix B that, at the critical state corresponding to γ c , the collapse radius is the identical to the device radius, i.e., α = κ. Its substitution into Eq. (8) gives the deformation energy
at the critical state corresponding to γ c . The critical normalized work of adhesion γ c is then obtained by setting the minimum total potential energy to be zero as
which is also shown in Fig. 4 a. It should be pointed out that, for all practical applications, the simple equation above is accurate because all curves with finite m merge into the one for the rigid device ( m → ∞ ) in Fig. 4 a. For example, for a 100-μm-thick silicon device ( E 1 = 130 GPa and v 1 = 0.27) with a normalized radius κ = 2 / 3 , Eq. (10) is accurate if the top layer is thinner than 15 mm for Ecoflex ( E 2 = 60 kPa and v 2 = 0.5), or 6 mm for PDMS ( E 2 = 1 MPa and v 2 = 0.5). For a 100 nm-thick silicon device with κ = 2 / 3 , these upper limits scale down proportionally to 15 μm for Ecoflex and 6 μm for PDMS.
Liquid-filled cavity
A cavity filled with liquid helps to prevent collapse . For a liquid-filled cavity, the boundary condition (4) and continuity condition (9) still hold, but the equilibrium Eq. (3)
where p is the liquid pressure to be determined from the conservation of the cavity volume because the bulk modulus of liquid (e.g., ∼ 2 GPa for water) is much larger than the elastic modulus of substrate [e.g., PDMS (20 kPa ∼ 3 MPa, Xue et al., 2017 ) and Ecoflex (60 kPa, Ma et al., 2017 ) ] surrounding the liquid such that the liquid can be considered as incompressibe),
The dashed red curve in Fig. 2 shows the normalized total potential energy for the system with the liquid-filled cavity. For the normalized works of adhesion γ = 0, 248 and 3098, all curves for the liquid-filled cavity are much higher than those for the air-filled cavity. Here 3098 is the critical normalized work of adhesion for the liquid-filled cavity and small device radius (such that the device does not bend), and it is much larger than the corresponding 248 for the air-filled cavity. Fig. 2 b gives the normalized work of adhesion with several R, t 2 and h for liquid-filled cavity in Ecoflex (work of adhesion: 16.8 mJ/m 2 ) determined from the literature . These experimental results in the literature agree reasonably well with our collapse model. The slight discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results for liquid-filled cavity may result from that the work of adhesion estimated by contact angle formula may differ from the actual values of the materials used in the experiments. For all values of m (that may involve device bending) and η = 0.5, the curves of γ c for the liquid-filled cavity in Fig. 4 b are much higher than the air-filled cavity. All of these calculations suggest that the liquid-filled cavity is less susceptible to collapse. The limit of a rigid device ( m → ∞ ), which is still a good approximation for all applications involving the liquid-filled cavity, has the critical normalized work of adhesion
which is much larger than Eq. (10) for the air-filled cavity, as shown in Fig. 4 b.
Liquid-overfilled cavity
A cavity overfilled with liquid further helps to prevent collapse. Here the overfill is represented by the percentage of liquid overfill g = V liquid / V ca v ity − 1 , where V liquid is the volume of the injected liquid, and V cavity = π R 2 h is the cavity volume. The boundary condition (4), continuity condition (9) and equilibrium Eq. (11) still hold, but Eq. (12) from liquid incompressibility now becomes
The ground state (before collapse) has non-zero energy now because the overfill of the liquid induces deformation in the top layer (and possibly the device). A detailed analysis of collapse is given in Appendix C . The limit of a rigid device ( m → ∞ ) is still a good approximation for all practical applications, and has the critical normalized work of adhesion where γ c == 3098 + 20876 g for κ < 0.23 is a linear fit of the critical normalized work of adhesion ( γ c ) versus the liquid-overfill percentage ( g ) for α > κ shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 4 c shows the critical normalized work of adhesion for a 20% liquid-overfilled cavity is much larger than those for the air-and liquid-filled cavities. While liquid overfill is more effective to prevent roof collapse, it should be cautioned that a large overfill may lead to significant bending of the device.
Concluding remarks
Axisymmetric models of roof collapse are established in this paper to give the critical adhesion for liquid-overfilled, liquidand air-filled cavities. Scaling laws are established for the critical normalized work of adhesion via the normalized bending stiffness ( m ) and normalized device radius ( κ). The liquid-overfilled cavity gives the largest critical work of adhesion, and is therefore most effective to prevent roof collapse. 
The bilayer structure consists of the device (thickness t 1 , modulus E 1 , and Poisson's ratio v 1 ) and top layer (thickness t 2 , modulus E 2 , and Poisson's ratio v 2 ), together with Eqs. (A1) and ( A2 ) gives m and η as Eq. (6).
Appendix B
A rigid device ( m → ∞ ) cannot deform, and therefore the collapse radius must be at least the device radius, i.e., α > κ. Eqs.
(1) and ( 8 ) 
For all the shaded region in Fig. 3 , ∂ U total / ∂ α ≥ 0, which indicates that the total potential energy decreases with α such that its minimum total potential energy occurs at α = κ, i.e., the collapse radius is the identical to the device radius.
Appendix C
The deflection due to liquid overfill, prior to roof collapse, satisfies the same equilibrium Eq. (11) , continuity conditions in Eq. (9), liquid incompressibility in Eq. (14) , with the boundary conditions dw dρ ρ=0 = 0 ,
Substitution of its solution in Eq. (5) , with the lower limit of integration changed to 0, gives the deformation energy before collapse, U initial . For α > κ, it yields a simple expression U initial = 96 π g 2 D h 2 / R 2 . Roof collapse occurs when the minimal total potential energy is less than U initial .
